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Abstract. Examples are constructed of ergodic rational maps with dense critical orbit.

In this note we consider rational maps of the extended complex plane S2. These
maps all preserve the equivalence class of Lebesgue measure, and some of them
(though not, it is thought, many) are topologically transitive. The simplest topologi-
cally transitive examples are probably those coming from endomorphisms of the
torus C/Z + iZ, where the sphere is a ramified quotient of the torus via the equivalence
z z. These are clearly ergodic. The next simplest topologically transitive examples
are possibly those with eventually periodic (but not periodic) critical points, men-
tioned in [4], [3]. There are countably many such non-topologically conjugate
examples of degree k, for each k. It is not hard to show (theorem 1) that if the
periodic points in the forward critical point orbits of R are expanding periodic,
then R is ergodic. Such a map R also has 'good' expanding properties on any closed
set disjoint from the finite forward critical point orbits (made precise in lemma 2).
However, ergodic rational maps without 'good' expanding properties can be con-
structed from a certain countable set A of rational maps of degree 2 (similarly of
degree k, any k) for which all critical points are eventually periodic. It is shown
(theorem 2) that A is perfect, and that residually many rational maps in A are
ergodic with dense critical point forward orbits, that is, do not have 'good' expanding
properties.

The ergodic maps found in A probably do not all have positive exponents. In a
later paper it will be shown (among other things) that A has positive A-measure
and that for / in a positive measure subset of A, / is ergodic and has positive
exponents - but this is probably not a residual property in A.

It is known [4] that a topologically transitive rational map / has no positive
measure set B with B disjoint from {y: fy =/"x, some xeB,y^x). One can ask
whether all such examples are ergodic, also whether all other known examples are
ergodic, for instance those of Herman [2], to which the methods of this paper do
not apply at all.

I should like to thank the referee for pointing out a fundamental error in my original
proof of ergodicity being residual in A. This work was carried out while the author
was at the University of Minnesota.
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312 M. Rees

We consider rational maps for which all critical points are eventually mapped to
expanding periodic points. The following lemmas show that such maps have 'good'
expanding properties. The ideas are mostly adapted from those in the classical
literature (as expounded in [1]) and in [4] applying to the case of Axiom A rational
maps.

Let R be a fixed rational map of this type, and %> the finite set of its critical points
and forward orbits of critical points.

LEMMA 1. If a is sufficiently small then there exist K>0,0 < C < 1 and N>0 such that:
(1) if xe'ti is periodic with period t and S is the local inverse of R"' with Sx = x

defined on B{x, a), then \S'\ < KC; and
(2) ifS is a local inverse ofRm,m>N defined on any ball B(x, a) then \S'\ < C

on B(x, a/2); ifS is a local inverse of any Rm on B(x, a), then \S'\ =s K on B(x, a/2).

Proof. (1) It can be assumed that B(x, a) is the image under R' of the open
neighbourhood of x on which there exists analytic i/» with

So tl/~l ° \~n ° & = S. Take C> 1/|A|, for A corresponding to all periodic points in
<& (2) Any S(B(x, a)) omits at least 3 points bounded away from each other by
some 5>0. So by Montel's theorem the family of S defined on the B(x,3a/4) is
equicontinuous, and all |S' |<K on B(x, 3a/4).

There must be a bound on the n with S a local inverse of R" with
diam (S(B(x, 3a/4))) a e. Otherwise, taking limits there would be a disk of diameter
>e/2 on which the derivatives of R"' (for an infinite sequence {«,}) would be
bounded. This is impossible because the Julia set is S2, so any disk of radius e/2
contains expanding periodic points. Taking e = 4C/a, if diam (S(B(x, a/4))) < e
then \S'\ < C on B(x, a/2). •

Now let A, be the complement of the (a/J£,)-neighbourhood of %, for K,> 1 to
be chosen. Let A2 be the complement of the a-neighbourhood of c€.

If xe A,, all local inverses of all R" are well-defined on B(x, a/Kx).
If xe *#, some local inverses of the R" are well-defined on B(x, a). Any connected

component of some R~"(B(x, a)) on which R" is not a homeomorphism is a
topological disk of the form

S2R'"StB(x,a),

with Si = identity unless x is periodic, S,(x) = x and S, is a local inverse of some
R"' with t the period of x, p < r, for some r depending on R,

R-"SlB(x,a)QA2,

and S2 is a local inverse of some Rm (possibly S2 = identity).

LEMMA 2. IfS is a local inverse of some Rm defined on B(x, a/ K,),xe A2, for suitable
Ki, then \S'\ < K2C2, for some C2< 1.

Proof. By suitable choice of Ku S can be written Um ° £/„,_, ° • • • ° Ux, where:
(a) Ut is a local inverse of Rk' with successive images all in Ax (for i odd), and

all in S2 - A2 (for i even).
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(b) for i odd, the first and last images in the sequence corresponding to Ut lie
in A2, and no string of M, successive images lies in /4, \A2, (M, depending on K{).
(c) for i even, fc, > M, where K2CM = C, < 1, (see lemma 1).
By lemma 1, 1L/2l_,| < K and | t/2l| < KCM, so 1l/2it/2i_,| < C,. If fc2f_, < M,N then

So if ^ . s M , ,

\U' U' • I

If fc2,_,>M,JV,
i r r ' iv \<r rk2,-i/<-M\N+l'>rk2i/(-M+l'>
I *-"2i u 2i-\\ ^ *— 1 ^ 1

If m is odd, |l/'m|<A:2) for suitable K2, if fcm<M,iV; |l/i1|<C*-/(M>JV+I), if
fcm > Af,AT. So take c2= C\nM'N+M+2). •

LEMMA 3. There exists K3 such that if S is a local inverse of some R" defined on
B(x, a/ Kx), x e A2, or is the inverse of some Rnt with Sx = x defined on B(x, a) where
x e "fo is expanding periodic, of period t, then

\log\S'(y)\-log\S'(z)\\^K3

for all y, z in the stated domain.

Proof. The result for expanding periodic xe<€ follows immediately from the local
linearization of R'. Otherwise, write S= Um ° • • • ° C/,, as in lemma 2. Write B =
B(x, a/K\). Write e, for the diameter of £/,£/,_, • • • UXB.

|log|S>|-log|S'z||<
i

If i is odd then

for w, v € l/,_i • • • UXB, (because if fc, is large, the successive images corresponding
to Ut decrease geometrically, and first and second derivatives of all local inverses
of R are bounded away from 0 and oo on A,).

If i is even, then up to conjugation by an analytic function if/, (with bounds on
the first and second derivatives of i/>), Ut is the inverse of a map:

ZI-»JU,ZP, |/i|>l,/>bounded, depending only on R,

the inverse being given by:

on a set of diameter ^e,_i, with \z\ = O(a). The second derivative is thus
O(\^r/p\a\l/(-2)). So, again,

The result follows, since X B, < OO. •

LEMMA 4. If D is a connected component of R~"B{x, a)forxe <€ and D, isthecorre-
sponding component of R~"B(x, a)-R~"B(x, a/2) then meas (Di)>K5 meas (D)
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and

\log\(Rn)'(j)\-log\(Rn)'(z)\\^K5,

y,zeDu for Ks independent of n, D.

Proof. Let D = S2R"S]B(x, a) where S, is a local inverse of R\ p bounded. We
already have bounds on the variation of Si, and also of S2, since Si(B(x, a)) lies
in A2, and can be covered by finitely many a / Kx -balls.

B(S,x, B/K7)\B(Stx, B/Ks)^ 5,B,B(x, a)-S,B(x, a/2)

for K6, K7, Ks independent of S, (but B depending on S,).
Rp is given locally by z>-*fizq, (q bounded), from a neighbourhood of x, €

R~p(x) onto a neighbourhood of x A bound on the variation of (Rp)' on
R~pS](B(x, a)) follows, as does a lower bound on

meas (R-^jBjx, a)-B(x, a/2)))
meas(i?~"5,B(x, a))

THEOREM 1. R is ergodic with respect to Lebesgue measure.

Proof. The lemmas show there exists L such that for any local inverse S on

S'(y) < L, y,ze B(x, a/K,),xe A2,y/ L S'(z)
or y, z € B(x, a), xe%.

(b) |S'| is small if S is a local inverse of R", n large.
(c) If D, s D, D, D, are connected components of R~"(B(x, a)), R~"(B(x, a)-

B(x, a/2)) respectively, x £ ? , then D is small for n large, and
meas (D,) 1
meas (D) L

J_
1/

Now let A be an arbitrary set of positive measure. To show R is ergodic, it suffices
to show that the fl-orbit of A covers almost all of some B(x, a/Kx), (xe A2), or
B(x, a)\B(x, a/2), (x 6 (€). For /^-forward images of one of these open sets cover
S2. Let °U be some finite cover of S2 by balls B(x, a/ Kt), (x € A2), and B(x, a), (x € #).
If ^L is of index q then so is R~"% if this denotes the cover by connected components
of R~"U, Ue°U. Because the elements of R~naU are small for n large, for some
connected component D of some R~",

meas (D n A)
meas (D)

If D is not the image of U under a local inverse of R", let D, be the appropriate
annulus with

meas (D, nA)
meas (Di)
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In any case apply R" to get

meas (R"DnRn A)

meas (R"D)

meas(R"DlnR"A)
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> 1 - L2e for D a local inverse image,

> 1 — L?e otherwise.
meas (R"Dl)

The result follows since R"D = B(x, a/K{), (x e A2), or B(x, a), (x e <#), and R"DX =
B(x, a)\B(x, a/2), (x e <<?). D

From now on, for simplicity, we consider only the family of maps

/A:z>-»A(l — I A^O.zeC.

All these maps have critical points at z = 0,2, with

/A(2) = 0, /A(0) = oo, /A(oo) = A.

Write

/(A,z)=/A(z)=/,(A,z).

/n(A, z)=/(A,/n_,(A, z))=/A(z).

Let A be the set of all A such that:
(PI) There exists a least n such that/n(A, 2)=/n+1(A, 2).
(P2) |(a//az)(A,/n(A,2))|>l.
(P3) /n(A, 2) has a preimage under fx which is not periodic, nor <x>.
(P4) (dfjd\)(\, 2)(d//az)(A,/n(A, 2))- 1) +(9//aA)(A,/n(A, 2)) # 0.

Our aim is to prove:

THEOREM 2. A is perfect. There exists Ao residual in A such that for Ae/40,/A is
topologically transitive, ergodic, and the forward orbit of the critical points is dense.

The first step is:

LEMMA 5. A^0.

Proof.X = 1 (for which/4(A, 2)=/3(A, 2)= 1) will not do, as l,oo are the only preimages
of/3(A, 2), and P3 does not hold. So we consider those A for which/4(A, 2) =/5(A, 2),
/3(A, 2) * /4(A, 2); that is, A * 1.

Now /3(A, 2) = A, so /4(A, 2) = (A - 2)2/A. If/4(A, 2) =/5(A, 2) then
,2 / ~ \ 2

/3(A2))-

So

/4(A, 2)/3(A, 2) =/3(A, 2) +/4(A, 2)

(A-2)2(A-l)-A2 = 0

A3-6A2 + 8A-4 = 0

This is irreducible with roots a, a, B with B real. P3 is satisfied by a, a, B, since A
is a preimage of/4(A, 2) for all A and /4(A, 2) # A for A # 1.
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P2 is satisfied by /3. For if not, then

But since 2, oo are eventually periodic, f$ is topologically transitive, and has
no attractive or parabolic fixed points. This rules out the possibilities that
W/dzXP,MP, 2))| < 1 or (df/dz)(P,f4(p, 2)) = ±1.

To verify that P4 holds for a, a, fi, we start by computing (d//dz)(A,/4(A, 2)),
(9//aA)(A,/4(A, 2)), and (dfjdz)(\, 2) under the assumption

/4(A, 2)/3(A, 2) =/4(A, 2) +/3(A, 2),

which implies /4(A, 2)=/5(A, 2). Thus / 4 = / 3 / ( / 3 - 1), so (A -2)2/A = A/(A - 1).

4A / . 2 \ -2A(A, 2) | 2A

'•) /4(A, 2)

| f (A,/4(A, 2)) = | / 5 (A, 2) = | / 4 (A, 2) = -^—
oA A A A — I

df4 (A-2)(A+2) A+2

d\ A2 (A

So if the expression in P4 is equal to zero, for A = a, a or /3,

This cannot happen since a, a, /3 are the roots of an irreducible polynomial.
So j8 e A •

We claim that ergodicity is a residual property for A e A
Fix a conformal metric on S2 and let m denote the corresponding finite measure

on S2. For / analytic, \f'\ denotes the conformal derivative with respect to this
metric. Let g be a continuous strictly positive function on S2. To prove residuality
it suffices to prove:

\ hdm

uniformly in JC as n -»oo, for A e A, (I)

for any continuous function h on S2, where

\S\x)\2h(Sx),
i=0 S inverse

of/i

(S*(h) is not defined on the critical point forward orbit), and

min Si(g)>Cn I gdm (I')
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For if (I) and (I') are true then for a residual set of A there exists a sequence kn

(depending on A) such that for a dense set hn of continuous functions,

st(g)~* f
Sk(h) j h p d m r

k" " -»— uniformly in x as n -» oo, min Stn(g)> Cfcn gdm,
gdm

and for any bounded measurable h,

h dmJ
dm -* 0 as n ^ oo.

Then /A must be ergodic, for if <p is measurable, fk-invariant and bounded,
Sn(<pg)/Sn(g) = <P for all n. Since the integral of S*(h)/St(g) against the measure
S*(g) dm - which has mass n\g dm - is n]h dm, the function takes the value
\ h dm/J g dm at some point (for continuous h). So to prove (I) uniformly for xeS2

it suffices to prove, for fixed h, A € A, x, y e S2:

where en -> 0 as n -* oo. Let B be a neighbourhood of {/"(0): n > 0}, (recall 0 =/A(2)
and 2 are the critical points).

Sx
n(h)=Sx

m(h)+ I |SfS£_m(*)oS foranym<n. (Ill)
S inverse

of/T

Now on S2\B, by lemma 2, |5"|-*0 uniformly as m-*oo. So d{Sx, Sy)-*0 as
m -» oo for x, y in the domain of definition of S. So if it can be shown that:

Sx
n{g) varies by a bounded proportion on S2\B, (IVa)

{S£(/i)/S£(g): «>0}isequicontinuousonS2\B, (IVb)
then on 5 2 \ B , (II) will be proved: for (IVa) implies S*(g) -» oo uniformly on S2\B
(in fact on S2 since S*(g) is even larger there) since, by theorem 1,/is ergodic and

[ Sn(g)=l f gdm,

and in the expression (III), the terms S*_m(/i)° S will be nearly constant if m is fairly
large, and SK

m(h) will be negligible compared with S^(g) for n » m. The \S'\2 terms
will simply cancel. But (IVa), (IVb) follow from equicontinuity of {log \S'\: S is an
inverse of /J1, m>0} (these inverses only really make sense on balls of radius a,
but this does not really matter), and that diameter (SB') -» 0 as m -» oo, if B' is a ball
on which S is defined. For then

\g(Sx)\S'(x)\2-g(Sy)\SXy)\2\ < |S'(x)|2g(Sx)e

if d(x,y)<8, given e, similarly for h (but with g still on the righthand side).
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Equicontinuity is proved in the same way as lemma 3: the constant K3 in the
statement of lemma 3 depends on the radius of the domain of inverses, and clearly
decreases with this.

Now consider xe B, x;*/"(0), n5=0. Let /?,: i s l be the inverses of maps /£
composed of inverses of fK mapping the image of x always into B, except that
RjXeS2\B. Let Rt = T^ for Tt an inverse of/A. Possibly more than one Rt (but
only finitely many) will have the same S,. Then

where the summation is over Rt, S, of length < n and each S, is included only once.
S*_p.(/i)° /?,/S^_p.(g)° Rt is almost constant (uniformly in x) except for finitely
many i. We claim the remaining terms are negligible, even though those R'i, S't with
RjX, Stx near 2, 0 are arbitrarily large. If Rtx is near 2 then Rj is an inverse of
z>-> Qup<z4 with C"1 <Cj<C,n> 1, so that |JR J(w)| ~ \n.\~p'/4w'y4. There is exactly
one such inverse for each positive integral value of ph so that for pt > n - N (and
n -p,,< N) the terms are dominated by those for smaller values of />,. Similarly those
terms involving S, for Sfx near 0 are dominated by terms involving Rt (using also
that S£_p.(g)£j is large for n — pt large), and the remaining terms involving S, are
summable. So the remaining terms are negligible as claimed, and (I) holds. To prove
(I'), note that from integrating the expression given for SK

n{h) on B, with h = g,

I. max
eS2\

Therefore, to prove theorem 2, it suffices to prove:

PROPOSITION. Given AoeA, U open in S2 and e>0 , if N is the least integer with
/N+I(A0, 2) =fN(X.o, 2), there exists A, e A with |A, - Ao| < e and N<R<T with
/R(A,, 2)6 U andfT+l(Xu 2)=/T(A,, 2).

Note. This is sufficient to show that A is perfect and that having dense critical point
forward orbit is a residual property.

LEMMA 6. Let xQ=/^(2) be the expanding fixed point of \0 whose existence is given
by PI, P2. Then given 17 > 0 there exist x,, r, f, witfi |x0 - x,| < T7,/AO(X,) e t/,/io(x,) = x0,
0 < r < t, with /AO(X,) 5* 2 or 0 /or a/ry s > 0, / ^ (x^ 5* x0 for s<t.

Proof. By P3, x0 has preimages T^X0 which do not have 2,0 in the forward orbit.
This is an easy consequence of the fact that preimages of x0 under fKn are dense in
S2 (because the Julia set of/Ao is S2) [1]. •

LEMMA 7. Given 8>0 sufficiently small, there exists K = K(8) (with K(5)-»0 as
S -> 0) such that for each n > 3,

dA

for all A with |/(A, 2) - / (Ac 2)| < S, 3 < / < n, | A - Ao| =£ S.
(/?cca/Z/2(A,2) = oo.)
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Proof. The proof will be by induction. First, let N be the least integer with/s(A0,2) =
fN(\0,2),s>N. Write

Cj(A)= FT —(\,f;(\, 2)1, c = —(AO,/JV(AO, 2)) and d=-r~..
j = N&Z dZ \C\

Then d<\, C,(A0) = ci+[~N, and

i-~ C,(A)
(1)

By the inductive hypothesis,

—(X 21
aA( A°'2 )

< —a 21 m < n — 1 (3)

for all A with |/(A, 2) - / (A o , 2)| < S, 3 < i < n - 1, |A - Ao| s 5. Write An for this set
of A. Because P4 holds for Ao, formula (2) for (d/m/dA)(A0,2) implies (dfm/d\)(\0,2)
is O(dN~m). So for suitable C,, C2, C3, C4 (depending on N, K but not on m, n)
and A € Am by (3),

So

l f ( A'2 )

|A-A 0 | ,

A,2)-/m(A0,

C3d"'%

2)|<C3d"

(ni< n -

- l - m g

1) (4)

(5)

(6)

o, 2)) (7)

We conclude from (6), if m s n - 1 and A e A

log n

We conclude from (5)

log n

-log n

= C6Sd"
j=N

(8)

dz
(A,J5(Ao,2)) -log II

From (8), (9) we conclude

|logCm(A)-logCm(A0)|<C85.

(9)

(10)

Write

(11)
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where Rin denotes the last n — l — i terms in the series. S,(A0) converges to a non-zero
number as i-»oo and R^n(\0)->0 independently of n. So for T J , > 0 we can find s
independently of n so that:

|f(A0,/(A0,2)
0A

From (7), (10) we see that given 772 > 1, if 5 is sufficiently small:

\RsA*)\<V2ji+id
i

Also, if 8 is sufficiently small,

_1
V

So

-|SS(AO) + JRJ,n(A0)| < |

(12)

(13)

(14)

1+17,

I+171
|Ss(A0)+/?s,n(A0)|. (15)

(16)

From (10), if 8 is sufficiently small,

1

V2

From (11), (15), (16) with s = i, we obtain the required bound on (d/n/dA)(A, 2), for
suitable 17,, T/2, that is, for suitable 8. •

LEMMA 8. If d, K are as in the previous lemma and |A - Ao| == d" e~K8/2, then

#(A,2)

I-2m

for constants au a2, a3.

Proof. The first statement is a restatement of the previous lemma, since
|(d/m/dA)(A0,2)1 = O(d~2). The second statement follows from Cauchy's integral
formula. •

LEMMA 9. If 17 in lemma 6 is <e~ K a,S/4 f/ie« f/iere exisrs A2 = A2(«) wi
|A2 - Ao| < d" e~K8/4, with /n(A2,2) = x,, using the notation of previous lemmas.

Proof. Immediate from the previous lemmas. •

Proof of proposition. We take A2 = A2(n) as in lemma 9 and take A2 as the first
approximation to a solution A, of
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This works for n sufficiently large. The proposition is then proved for R = n+r,
T= n + t, (r, t as in lemma 6). Define

Then

F(A2)=/,+l(A2,/n(A2, 2))-/,(A2/n(A2, 2))

= /r + l(A2, X, ) - / ( (A 2 , X,).

Since \\2-\0\<d"e~K8/4,
|F(A2)|<D,<T, (1')

where D, depends on t on but not on n. Inductively define A,+] =
Ai-(F'(A1))"'f(A,)^2. Then inductively it can be shown that

\\i-\0\<d"e-K8/2 (2')
so that, since

, 2))- l ) + | f (A,/n+,(A, 2)),
/ ok

for D2 depending on t but not on n, provided only that n is sufficiently large,

(3')

(4')

(5')

where D4 depends on t but not on n. (5') can be proved because
sup|A_Ao|Sd"e-K8/2 \F"(\)\< D3d~2", where D3 depends on t but not on n, (this follows
from the bound on (d2/n/dA2)(A, 2) in lemma 8), and

|F'(A,)r2|F(A,)|2.

(6')

(7')

(8')

(9')

1)| ̂ supi|

Take A i = lim^oo A,. Then

|A1-A0 |<dne-K8/2, |A,-A2|<D5d2".

/n+r+1(A1,2)=/n+,(A1)2), (PI).

|/n(A,, 2)-x , | = |/n(A,, 2)-/B(A2,2)| < D6d".

So
|/n+,(A,, 2)-xo | = l/,(A,,/n(A,, 2))-/,(A0,/n(A2,2)| < D7d".

T=n+t, so

and

Clearly P3 holds for A,.

> 1, (P2). (10')

^ ( A , 2)+^(A,/n(A, 2)).
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(a/,/3z)(A,,/n(A1,2)) and (9/,/aA)(A,,/n(A,,2)) are bounded independently of n, so

D9d". (11')

From (10), (11), since (df/d\)(\ufT(\i,2)) is bounded independently of n,

,,2))-l)+—(A,,/T(A,,2))^0, (12')

—(A, 2)

that is, P4 holds for A^ Since, by taking n arbitrarily large, A, can be taken arbitrarily
close to Ao, the proposition is proved. •
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